The Huron™ 120L (Top, Front & Bottom Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the users height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® patented PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

**System Components:**

- HRN-ASP120-BP 120L Assaulters Sustainment Bag
- HRN-ASP55LC-BF Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22"
- HRN-ASP714-B Yoke/Shoulder Assembly
- HRN-ASP715 Belt Assembly
- HRN-ASP716-LG-2 Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2

**Components:**

- Weight: 10.84 lbs
- Cubic Liters: 120L (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
- Dimensions: 31.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

**Frame:**

Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment.

**Access Points**

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle
- **Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
  - **Closure:** Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers
- **Bottom Loading:** Provide quick access to mission specific kit such as a cold weather sleeping system.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Two 1” Buckle Compression Straps